Introduction
Nets of curves in the plane were studied from a projective point of view for the first time by Wilczynski.f
As he himself points out,J the theory as set up by him is that of the " two component one-parameter families, rather than a theory of the net itself." In the present paper, we shall show how a single one-parameter family of plane curves may be studied by Wilczynski's methods.
Although many of the projective properties of a single one-parameter family may be investigated by considering it as a component family of a particular net,-such properties are in fact noted in Wilczynski's memoirstill the theory of one of the families of the net is closely bound up with the properties of the other, if the study be made as in the paper already cited. To make this clearer, we must outline Wilczynski's procedure.
If ym, t/(2) , ?/3) be interpreted as the homogeneous coordinates of a point in the plane, the equations (1) yw =fm(u,v) (k -1,2,3) define for u = const, and v = const, two one-parameter families of curves. Equations (1) are a fundamental system of solutions of the completely integrable system of partial differential equations yun = ayu + byv + cy,
(2) yuv = a'yu + b'yv + c'y, yw = a" yu + b" yv + c" y, any fundamental system of solutions of which, say ym , t/(2) , t/(3) , will be of the form y™ = Cki yw + ck2 t/2> + ck3 t/3> , |cA¡l+0 (fc-1,2,3) where the c's are constants. The differential equations therefore define the * Presented to the Society October 25, 1913.
t One-parameter families and nets of plane curves. These Transactions, vol. 12 (1911), pp. 473-510. î Loc. cit., p. 478.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use g. m. green: [July configuration (1) and all its projective transformations. The most general point transformations which leave unchanged the configuration (1) are composed of transformations of the form y = \(u,v)y, which leave every point of the plane fixed, and
which leave invariant each of the families u = const., v -const. Suppose these transformations to be made on the differential equations (2). Those properties of (2) which remain unchanged under these transformations will be characteristic of the net (1) and of all its projective transformations, i. e., they will be projective properties.
Invariants are those functions of the coefficients of (2), and of their derivatives, which remain unchanged under these transformations, except possibly for a factor depending only on the transformations.
Covariants have the same nature and properties, but contain also the variable y and its derivatives. Now evidently the projective properties of the net, as expressed by the vanishing of invariants thus found, can not all be characteristic of a single family of curves of the net, say the family u = const. For instance, the condition that the curves v = const, be straight lines is obviously from the first of equations (2) the vanishing of the invariant b; this has, however, nothing whatever to do with the properties of the curves u = const.
But the invariant equation a" = 0 is the condition that the curves u = const, be straight lines, and is therefore characteristic for that family.
Again, the covariants of the net have the following geometric interpretation. The tangents to the curves of one family, constructed at the points where these curves meet a fixed curve of the other family, have a co variant curve as envelope. Evidently neither of the two covariants thus obtained is intrinsically connected with the single family of curves u = const.
The theory of the net of curves, as developed by Wilczynski, is therefore not applicable in its present form to the study of a single family of plane curves, say the curves u = const, defined by (1). We shall in the sequel modify his theory so that it may be used for the theory of a one-parameter family of curves, by making this family one of the components of a net, in which the second family bears an intrinsic geometric relation to the given family.
The One-parameter Family of Curves as Part of a Canonical Net
The most general transformation of the independent variables which leaves fixed the family of curves u = const, defined by equations (1) is
By means of this transformation we can change in the most arbitrary way the system of curves tj = const, which cut the curves u = const. We seek a particular transformation of form (3) which will associate with the family m = const, a family v = const, intrinsically related to it. For a family of space curves which do not lie on a developable surface and which are not asymptotic curves on the surface determined by them, there is a very evident choice of a second family, namely the conjugate system of curves.* For the system of plane curves there are of course isogonal trajectories, but isogonality is not a projective property.
There is in fact no obvious projective relation, analogous say to the relation of conjugacy of curves on a surface, of which we can make use here. We proceed to determine a family of curves v = const, which have a projectively intrinsic relation to the given family u = const., but the relation is by no means so simple as that of conjugacy on a curved surface.
Let us carry out the transformation
which is included in (3), on the system of differential equations. We have y« = yu + yv <t>u, yv = yv 0«, 2/uu = yuu + 2yuv tf>u + y" tpl + yu + yv tpuu,
yuv = y uv tpv + yvv tpu 0» + y\> <puv, yw = yw <l>i + yv <t>w, where we have written yu for dy/dü, yv for dy/dv, etc. Substituting these equations in (2), and solving for the new second derivatives yuu, ym, &>», we obtain a system of differential equations of the same form as (2), with coefficients â,5, etc., given by [July This choice of <p ( w, v ) gives a uniquely determined family v = const. For, from (7) we see that the most general transformation of the independent variable v which leaves the condition SI' = 0 unchanged is independent of u; also, the condition will be found to remain invariant under any transformation ü = U(u).
Consequently the family v = const, bears a characteristic relation to the family ü -const., of such nature, that it remains undisturbed only by those transformations of the independent variables which are of the form
We can make this clearer by inquiring into the geometric meaning of the relation 31' = 0. This condition has been interpreted by Wilczynski.* We shall give here an adequate description of the geometric nature of the net, but must refer to Wilczynski's memoir for the demonstrations.
Consider any net u = const., v = const At each point of a fixed curve u = const, construct the tangent to the curve v = const, which passes through that point. The oo1 tangents so drawn will envelop a curve. The family of * Loc. cit., p. 504. curves corresponding in this way to the family u = const, is given by the equations tfH-ft-Vjf» (fc-i.a, 3).
or, as we may say, by the covariant (of the net)
for u = const.* Thus to every point P" given by the equations y<*> =/<*>(«,") corresponds a covariant point Pp. In the same way, a covariant o = yv -a' y gives points P", which for v = const, trace the envelope of the tangents to the curves u = const, at the points where these curves meet the fixed curve t = const, given by y. We have then at any point Pw two lines, tangent respectively to the curves u = const, and v = const, which pass through P", and on these two lines the respective covariant points Pv, P,. Now construct the conic which osculates the curve u = const, at P". The line P, Pp cuts it in a pair of points, which are harmonic to the pair Pp, P" 'fand only if W = O.f Let us call the net so determined the canonical net. The covariants (9) p = yu-b~'y, ä = yv -d'y will give for each point P" two points Pp and P¿, and the line P" Pp will be the polar of P-¿ with respect to the conic which osculates the curve u = const, at Py. We proceed now to show geometrically how the family u = const, determines the second family, v = const., of the canonical net. Of course, the best we can do is to find at each point P" the direction of the line P" P¿, since the determination of the family v = const, itself requires the integration of equation (8). Suppose known only the family of curves u = const. Draw the tangent / and the osculating conic C at P". Consider any line I through Py. Its pole with respect to the conic C is a point Q on t. The tangents to the curves u = const, at the points where these curves meet I envelop a curve; let R be the point of this curve which lies on t. Consider now the pencil of lines [¿] through Py. The corresponding poles will be a range [Q] on t; corresponding to each Q will be a point R given by the construction above. The ranges [Q] and [R] are in one to one correspondence. There are two double-points Q = R; one of them is the point P", the other a definite point which is in [July fact the covariant point P¿. The polar of P-¿ with respect to C gives a certain direction passing through Py. This will give the direction of Pv Pz, although the point Pz is not thereby determined.
It is possible, therefore, to construct at each point P" the direction PyPz; the »2 directions so constructed give on integration the second family, v = const., of the canonical net.
Since the canonical net is completely determined by the given family of curves u = const., it follows that the invariants and covariants of the net are invariants and covariants of the given family of curves. Thus the quantities p~, a given by (9) The last statement is evidently true from a geometric point of view; analytically, it may be verified as follows. In equations (6) appear the first and second derivatives of <p. From (8) we obtain by differentiation the equations <pu 3l" <t» <pv a a
9t, a a
By means of these and (8) we may eliminate from expressions (6) all derivatives of <p but one, say 9,, except in the expression for b", from which <pv and <t>vv cannot be removed. In all of the expressions thus obtained <ß" comes out as a factor; moreover, in the invariants (12) b" occurs only in combinations from which tpvv disappears. It follows upon calculation that except for extraneous factors (powers of tpv), the invariants (12) are expressible rationally in terms of the coefficients of the original system of differential equations (2), and the derivatives of these coefficients.
The covariants (9) are expressible in the same way; we have, in fact,
so that on calculating the values of ä' and b' we obtain (14) p = yu~¿'yv "r +«T'la "h * +^"r)\y' <Pva = yv ~(a' -W)y.
All covariants of the canonical net are functions of these, of y, and of invariants; it may be shown, moreover, that the complete system of invariants, as set up by Wilczynski, is expressible entirely in terms of the coefficients of (2). We may state our results as follows: the projective geometry of a oneparameter family of plane curves may be investigated by the study of a canonical net whose determination requires the integration of a partial differential equation of the first order. This integration is however unnecessary for the formulation of the projective properties of the one-parameter family of curves, since the invariants and covariants of this geometric configuration are expressible entirely in terms of the coefficients and variables of the original system of differential equations which define the one-parameter family as one component family of a net in which the second component family is arbitrary.
Canonical Development for a One-parameter Family of Plane Curves
Suppose the family v = const, has been determined so that it forms with the given system u = const, a canonical net. We have then Some of the coefficients of the third and higher orders are expressible in more than one way; this results from the fact that an expression like a(2D p + 0(21) ^ + 7(21) y may be found either from dyuu/dv or from dyuv/dü. We suppose that in every case two or more expressions for the same coefficient are identically equal* (for all values of ö and v). Thus, we have a<21> = a, + ää' + ä' E' + c' = ä, + äa' + Eä", etc. There is no theoretical difficulty in the calculation of these coefficients, which we leave for the present.
Let Pz be any point of the plane. We may suppose without loss of generality that for Pz the parameters w, v have the values 0,0.
Assume that about Pj the geometric configuration is regular, so that for a sufficiently small neighborhood about Pz we have the expansion * The equality of the pairs of expressions which represent the six coefficients o(,l), 0(îl>, y(n), am>, /9(u), 7(u) is sufficient to ensure the equality of ambiguous expressions for all other coefficients. In fact, the six equations expressing the uniqueness in value of a(n>, 0(,1>, etc., are the conditions of complete integrability for the system of differential equations (156). in which terms omitted are in each case of higher order than the last term written. Except for isolated points y of the plane, the covariant points p, ö which correspond to the point y form with y a non-degenerate triangle, which we shall take as a moving triangle of reference. A point whose three coordinates are xw = Xi p(i) + Xi ffw + x3 yw (k -1, 2, 3).
or, as we may say, a point given by x = xip + Xiä + x3y, will have coordinates xi, Xi, x3 when referred to the covariant triangle P,,, P7, Py, if the unit point of the new coordinate system be properly chosen. Hence the point Y, given by (17), has coordinates yi, 7/2, y% when referred to the triangle P;, P;, Py.
We now introduce non-homogeneous coordinates £, 77, by putting
We have, to terms of the third order,
--1 -B' ü -5' f + O» ü2 + C<") wi + C» p2 y» + C» «» + C<21> £2 « + C°*> üv2 + CW 5» + .. •, where C«> = E'2 -%ym, C(11>-= 2a' E' -7(11), Cw = ä'2 -%ym,
C(21> = -3ô' E'2 + ä' 7<w + 26' 7<»> -±7<21>, C<12) » -3ä'2 6' + 6' ym + 25' 7«» -f 7<12), C<°» = -ä'3 + ä' 7(02) -lym.
We therefore obtain for £ and 77 the following expressions, the one for £ being exact to terms of the fourth order, and the one for n being calculated only to terms of the third order. We have here arranged the expression for £ in three parts. The first part is a power series in ü alone, the second part is a power series in tj alone, and the third part is a power series in tj whose coefficients are power series in w.
Since the triangle of reference is a covariant triangle, we might expect the coefficients in the development to be invariants; but not all of them are, because the parameter ü is not chosen in any unique way. In fact, in the part containing powers of ü alone, none of the coefficients is an invariant, while in the part containing powers of n alone all of the coefficients are invariants. In particular, the coefficient of tj3 vanishes identically: where 9{ii), the coefficient of t* v', is a relative invariant of the canonical net. We may make some further transformations, which will yield a development with absolute invariants as coefficients. The coefficients in (26) Let us put (30) p=Yä"E2, v=Vä"2E.
Then the quantity "'" -'■(;)' (?)'•"* is an absolute invariant. In fact, the transformed quantity is seen from (27) and (28) for u = const., may be represented in the neighborhood of a regular point by the canonical development (31) for t = const. In this development all the coefficients are absolute projective invariants. The triangle of reference which gives rise to this development is the covariant triangle Pz, P-, P-, of which a purely geometric interpretation has been given. The parameter t is uniquely determined as an analytic function of the old parameter u.
In the derivation of this canonical development, the essential steps to be noted are first, the determination of a triangle of reference which bears a covariant relation to the one-parameter family of curves (considered apart from any net of which it may be a component family), and secondly the characteristic choice of the parameter t. From the results stated in § 1, we see that the absolute invariants which enter into the canonical development as coefficients are all expressible rationally in terms of the coefficients of the original differential equations which define the family of curves as a component of a net in which the second family bears only an accidental relation to the given family. Our canonical development is therefore independent of the integration which is necessary to determine the canonical net.
College of the City op New York, October, 1913. 
